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Abstract:  

This article will present young people in the process of Military education today works, 

activities and the main ones in their upbringing are carried out in the spirit of patriotism 

opinions have been expressed on the full range of tasks. 
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Introduction 

In the Constitution of the Republic of Uzbekistan: human rights, freedom and duty, gender, 

equal to all citizens regardless of nationality, language, religion, social origin and status the 

right of citizens both within the territory of the Republic and outside its border protection, right 

to have your own opinion, right to freedom of words and beliefs look set to take on your own 

image. Resolution of Commander's orders, soldiers' how to organize the internal layout 

material and technical education. Students at the top of military ethics they will learn the 

following: moral military culture in social interaction, military the upbringing of an individual 

taking shape in communities, especially in moral and spiritual activities,  moral qualities, such 

as decent behavior, military morality are the perfect order, the fluffy of orders - fulfillment of 

the view, patriotism is-the independence of the Motherland, its territorial immunity, security, 

protection of the peaceful marriage of the people, protection of state symbols-anthem, coat of 

arms, knowledge of the Flag (as means of moral education). Life and activities of the personal 

composition, military the conduct of the servants examined the issues associated with their 

moral awareness under development. Conditions are being created for ethical practices and 

interpersonal relationships. Great folk heroes-To " maris, Shiroq, Spitamen, Muqanna, Temur 

Malik, Najmiddin Kubro, Jalaliddin Manguberdi, Amir Temur's military experience is being 

studied; "military ethics", "military moral education", "military duty", "military moral 

responsibility", " military heroism”, "military discipline"; military-moral qualities - " 

exactingness and workability, such concepts as" Valor","g"amxo" rlik"," military honor"and 

others are being developed. The main purpose of the spiritual and moral education of a military 

officer is the military formation of patriotic feelings, for the rich cultural heritage of great 

ancestors pride, loyalty to traditions, love and feelings of loyalty to the motherland it consists 

of upbringing. 
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Up to the call to military education students, military activities and moral content showing the 

traditions of having (military greeting, swearing in military personnel conduct in time, military 

flag and order, arms, handover of military equipment, to the Reserve, pension observation time 

award) of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Uzbekistan get acquainted with the Charter of 

Service.  

The culture of an officer's moral character is community life and military service the fulfillment 

of a complex of Hulu criteria defined by is seen, which is is the unity of the inner and outer 

culture of the officer (socio-moral personality in the country formed context). Criteria of 

Officer Training culture, their military In general, the moral foundations of military service are 

thoroughly studied. 

 However, the ethical and ethical aspects of the educational process are viewed sluggishly. 

Military education up to the call in the science of the basics of military patriotic education the 

foundations of military patriotic education of recipients are studied. This, other military and 

special Sciences (Universal Charter, military history, methodology of military - educational 

work, etc.) with conducted in continuous communication. 

Fundamentals of military patriotic education to military education until the Call of students 

training is one of the main disciplines. In this discipline, the Military Department by graduates, 

protection at the state attestation when graduating from a higher educational institution topics 

of to-do, graduate qualification work are developed. 

Successful implementation of the program on the basics of military patriotic education military 

patriotism in medium-sized institutions of military faculty teachers to be increased they have a 

good knowledge of the features of organizing and conducting training and relevant work 

experience should be able to. 

As a result of the study of this discipline, students are required to know the following: - 

military-patriotic of pupils in secondary special and professional educational institutions begin 

the basics of their upbringing to the Call of young people at a time outside of winter the form 

of its conduct during the course of training in preparation and methods, after completing the 

course " military training of young people to the call, educational institutions and field training, 

defence-sport health defense in camps-the methodology of organizing and conducting mass 

and sports work, organization and holding of military-sporting affairs and celebrations; - 

military patriotism of young people studying in a private and professional educational 

institution planning and implementation of activities in education, the Republic of Uzbekistan 

the people walk through the same place of Labor veterans of war and labor, meeting with 

soldiers of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Uzbekistan, with readers theoretical 

conferences and discussions on topics of military patriotism, military-sport conducting games, 

selecting candidates for admission to higher military-educational institutions and training, 

leading military-technical teams to learn the basics of military work do. 

Armed of the Republic of Uzbekistan on the basis of training in this discipline Military up to 

the call to students in practical training to serve in the forces the ability to teach a teacher's 

methods and methods in relation to the army a sense of love, pride for belonging to the Republic 
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of Uzbekistan and protection of the motherland it is necessary to educate the desire to 

constantly stand up for things to do. Military to students, teachers of military training up to the 

call necessary methodological exercises for organizing and conducting patriotic education and 

education of skills is practiced in all institutions, in the field practice and from the winter 

outside is taught at the time. During the off-winter period of student military patriotic education 

events are held in faculties in interaction with public organizations and are held by young 

people Up to the call it is inextricably linked with its military training. the fulfillment of the 

employee's labor as a condition of efficiency is carried out. 
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